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It’s time to get to know your guests

Restaurant sales are up 8 percent over where they were in June 2019, according to NPD Group’s David Por-
talatin. While that’s positive news for sure, business conditions are far different from what they were in 2019. 
People are preparing more meals or meal segments at home than they did back in 2019, whether from scratch 
or from meal kits. The business-lunch and happy-hour set is now spending more days working (and eating) from 
home, and the delta variant of the coronavirus is 
causing anxiety about eating out where it didn’t 
exist before. That may mean that your once-busy 
urban location isn’t getting as much traffic and that 
your suburban location is seeing more delivery and 
carry-out business. It’s more important than ever 
to know your guests’ habits – where they are eat-
ing, when they are most apt to order a restaurant 
meal, and what promotions would tempt them to 
buy a meal or drink from you instead of staying 
home. Treat each transaction as an opportunity to 
gather helpful data that you can use to plan your 
next menu item or promotion – or even your next 
investment in technology or real estate. At every 
order, are you gathering information on what items 
are selling the best and what channels those orders are coming from? Are you incentivizing guests to join your 
loyalty program and analyzing their orders so you know which promotions are most likely to inspire them to 
return? Your systems for automatically gathering, understanding and acting upon consumer data are what will 
help you flex with the fluctuations of the current environment – and better weather whatever challenges might 
arise down the line.



Could your kitchen take a 
second job?

Are you squeezing as much revenue as possible out of 
your kitchen? Your restaurant technology can help you 
create a virtual, delivery-only brand – and it’s one way 
restaurants will be maximizing their existing ingredients, 
food expenditure and labor in the years ahead. Consider 
where you have extra capacity to better capitalize on 
a daypart (or create one where it didn’t exist before), 
reinvent a dish for a different customer base, use an 
ingredient more broadly, or make better use of your 
staff’s hours and skills. Could you create a new brand 
with your existing resources, then use your kitchen 
technology to tap into a delivery network and expand 
your base of customers?

Flex your tech with the 
current environment

Your restaurant’s technology is what allows you 
to quickly pivot with the many challenges of the 
operating environment right now – whether that’s 
managing supply shortages, scheduling staff, 
accommodating multiple delivery platforms or 
another aspect of restaurant management. Your 
online ordering system is a critical piece of your 
technology stack, both because it is the vehicle 
your customers use to interact with your brand 
and because it allows you to adjust to rapid chang-
es in the market. Does your online ordering sys-
tem allow you to adjust your menu on demand 
if you’re out of a key ingredient? Does it adjust 
delivery prices based on how far your customer is 
from your restaurant? Can it incentivize customers 
to collect an order from you instead of ordering 
delivery? Your system should allow you to flex to 
meet the moment.



Germany’s Version of the “South Philly 
Cheese Steak with a Twist”

Regional flavors to celebrate

Since global tastes are so popular with consumers, 
it can be easy for restaurant operators to overlook 
the strong diversity of regional flavors, ingredients 
and cooking styles right here at home.  From the 
Cajun cooking of Louisiana, to Philly cheesesteak, 
to Chicago-style deep-dish pizza, there are count-
less craveable foods that could make for appealing 
limited-time offers and other promotions. What 
regional specialties might find a devoted following 
on your menu?

Food Trends

Ingredients:

2 lb  Steak EZE FC Bulk 6/5lb. 
         or
2 lb  Steak EZE RAW CAB
4  Medium onion, peeled and julienned
6 cups  Prepared sauerkraut, drained
4 cups  Prepared Braised red cabbage
2  Green apples, peeled, cored and julienned
4  Bock beer/ Anything dark and stout
12 slices  Limburger cheese, skin removed
6  South Philly Hoagie style roll
1 cup  Sweet Bavarian style mustard 

Instructions:

1. When the shaved steak has come to temp on flat-
top grill, toss with the warm sauerkraut, onion and 
braised red cabbage on the griddle. Top each portion 
Limburger cheese. 

2. When all ingredients are fully cooked, add into lightly 
toasted pumpernickel roll, put in a salamander or 
oven to melt cheese.

3. Serve with mustard, German pickles and German 
beer. And finished off with bright and vibrant green 
apple slices

CREATIVE POSSIBILITIES: This concept can be easily 
turned into a wrap form, open faced sandwich or served 
in a street taco application.

CHEF’S NOTE: The steak can be substituted by a shaved 
chicken product. 
Steak EZE Chicken or Philly Freedom Chicken 

Recipe and photo courtesy of Tyson



Let it drain

Standing water – whether inside or outside of your facility – spells 
trouble. Outdoors, it is a breeding ground for pests. Indoors, it 
harbors pathogens and can release aerosols that contaminate your 
food preparation areas. In a recent report from Total Food Service, 
hospitality and food safety specialist Dhruv Kishore Bole advises 
operators to ensure food waste and water doesn’t accumulate in 
drains – and to cover all drain and food intersections so there is less 
opportunity for debris to collect and attract pests.

#FoodSafety



Would your staff pass a mock inspection?

Would your staff know at what temperature food falls into the 
temperature danger zone? Could they explain how they ensure 
food that needs to be discarded is removed at the proper time? 
Chances are your staff roster has seen some drastic changes in 
recent months – and you may have had to compromise on the 
skillsets of the newer people you have hired. As you onboard new 
staff, it’s important for them to understand and be able to cor-
rectly answer questions about your food safety program. Make 
food safety education an ongoing part of your training and con-
duct surprise mock inspections on a regular basis so the official 
ones aren’t a challenge to pass (and don’t create the need for 
additional formal inspections throughout the year).

#FoodSafety



Find your “kitchen sink” menu item

When supplies are unpredictable and it’s more critical then ever to minimize waste, restaurants need to find 
ways to make use of every ingredient they have on hand – even when those ingredients are changing week 
to week and season to season. Being nimble with ingredients – and not necessarily hiding that from custom-
ers – can help. As described in a recent Nation’s 
Restaurant News report about how restaurants 
will be operating in the near future, Puritan & 
Company in Boston has gotten creative about 
adapting its menu to whatever stock it has on 
hand. The chef there has a $22 dish on the menu 
dubbed the “kitchen sink” lasagna. It incorpo-
rates whatever vegetables the restaurant hap-
pens to have available, as well as any excess 
meat it has at the time the dish is offered. If a 
kitchen-sink-type dish won’t work on your menu, 
think about how you might best cross-utilize 
ingredients across multiple dishes. It minimizes 
waste, utilizes labor more efficiently and typical-
ly improves overall business results. Restaurant brands ranging from McDonald’s to Olive Garden to Taco Bell 
have trimmed their menus in recent quarters. Instead of turning off customers, the move has improved per-
formance across the board because it has enabled the restaurants to focus on churning out more of its most 
popular items to larger numbers of people.

Team Four/Value 4 provides customized Supply Chain Solutions and Business Consultancy to the foodservice 
owners and operators throughout the United States.  To find out how we can help your business save money 
contact us at:

 1-888-891-3103 or visit our web site at www.teamfourfoods.com and www.valuefour.com
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